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Cuba and the US held the eleventh of their semi-annual meetings June 2 to review operation of the
1994 and 1995 immigration accords. The meeting, held at the US Mission to the UN in New York,
focused on the growing problem of smuggling illegal Cuban immigrants into the US (see NotiCen,
1998-07-23, 1998-12-17). Unlike the previous meetings, which ended with brief assurances that the
talks went well, this one resulted in a joint communique stating the substance of the talks. In the
communique, the two sides announced that an agreement had been reached aimed at stopping the
traffic in undocumented Cuban immigrants.
The communique said the two sides had reviewed recent efforts to end the practice and to support
legal immigration provided for in the accords. The US promised to continue its agreement to take in
an annual minimum of 20,000 Cuban immigrants who receive visas, mostly through a lottery system.
At a press briefing June 2, State Department spokesman James Rubin said, "We believe the accords
are achieving their central purpose of encouraging safe, legal, and orderly migration between our
two countries.

Talks ignore new strains in bilateral relations
In keeping with longstanding US policy of limiting diplomatic contact with Cuba, Rubin emphasized
that "the talks were technical in nature and dealt exclusively with migration matters." The talks
came during a week when Cuba-US relations experienced new strains as a Cuban court announced
it would sue the US government for US$181 billion. The figure represents the accumulated losses
inflicted by the "policy of aggression against Cuba," said a statement issued by the Cuban National
Assembly.
Simultaneously, the Cuban government denied media reports that it was planning to unleash a
mass exodus of immigrants similar to the "rafter crisis" in 1994 and the 1980 "Mariel boatlift." The
Interior Ministry said June 2, that reports of a new mass exodus, such as those broadcast on the USsponsored Radio Marti, were "totally unfounded," and blamed the rumors on anti-Castro elements
in the US bent on disrupting operation of the immigration accords. "There is not the slightest
possibility that Cuba's maritime borders be opened to the United States," said a Foreign Ministry
statement in the official newspaper Granma.
The rumors were sparked in part by a recent upsurge in Cubans picked up at sea by the US Coast
Guard. The Coast Guard reported it had detained 106 Cubans attempting to reach the US during the
Memorial Day weekend. For the month of May the total reached 272, the largest number intercepted
at sea since the 1994 immigration accord.
In mid-May, newspapers reported on a study by Brian Latell, a former US intelligence analyst, that
said tensions in Cuba were at levels comparable to those preceding previous mass emigrations
from Cuba and that President Fidel Castro might encourage a new exodus to reduce those tensions.
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In a press statement, Ricardo Alarcon, President of the Cuban parliament and head of the Cuban
delegation at the immigration meeting, said both delegations had analyzed the media stories during
the talks and agreed to ignore the "provocations" inherent in the rumors.

Cuba-US agreement to crack down on smugglers criticized
Anti-Castro forces in the US attacked the announced intentions of the two governments to cooperate
in combating the smuggling operations. Rep. Lincoln Diaz-Balart (R-FL) called the plan "complicity"
with Cuban tyranny. He said the agreement was "morally repugnant."
Ninoska Perez, spokeswoman for the Cuban American National Foundation (CANF) said
cooperation with Cuba was "a joke" because Cuba itself is involved in the smuggling and makes
money from it. "How can so many fast boats go to the island, pick up someone, take them to Miami,
and their government doesn't know about it? I don't buy it." [Sources: Financial Times (England)
05/19/99; Granma Cuba), 06/01/99; Reuters, 06/02/99; Ft. Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel, 06/03/99;
Notimex, 06/01/99, 06/02/99, 06/03/99]
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